
    

Gail in front of our Library/Vintage/Recycled shop soft opening Saturday

Nameste LoveTribe!

Although our Ashland shop is rockin', our Bay Area shops have been very empty
of visitors. So we are beginning our liquidation sales. 

I'm not saying we are closing, we just need to position ourselves that in the
event that we do, (this lack of visitors) it will be easier for us. As you all know we
have closed before and if the shops aren't being used right now, we will sit this



one out. That said, we would like to stay open so let us know what you prefer.
And if it is for us to stay open, please come in.

We also need to "cash in" on our inventory. Just before we closed we were
having more sales then we ever had, so our inventory was built up, plus we had
orders from small vendors scheduled for spring and summer that we honored
and this merchandise has been coming in (those are the 25% off). 
 

So for this week:  
INIZIO Linen Clothing 50% off

All shoes, sandals and boots 50% off
We've created new 50% and 70% off racks (Deca & more)

(this is off our mostly discounted prices)
plus new $10, $24 & $38 racks
and 25% off everything else

Password: LoveTribe (The public is still getting 20% off)

Berkeley Hours: 11-4ish every day but Tuesday
Pt Richmond Hours: Wed-Sat 12-4ish

Our online shop is still open
OutbackInTheTempleOfVenus.com

                 
OnLine Discount Codes: 

INIZIO50 FOR 50 (for 50% off Inizio)
LoveTribe25 (for 25% off everything)

Remember to enter the code when checking out (and if you forget email us)
We will correct with refunding the difference

All orders are returnable and/or exchangeable. 
They are packed using sanitation procedures.

A soft opening ...            
What? Nine months in the making? I guess that's the right time for a

https://outback-in-the-temple-of-venus.myshopify.com/


new baby!
And it didn't come out quite the
way we expected! Although we
expected it to be mostly a
library, it looks like first we will
need to also liquidate much of
the treasures. 
Though still a membership
lending library!

Each piece has a story. We had
hoped to get the stories written
on the tags, but it looks like we
will be doing that as we go
along and you will be writing
your stories to add to the
magic. The story of this piece
worn by Shaina started with
Shaye designing this robe
using some of my leftover fabric
and what adventures it has
had! Hat, jewelry and shoes also part of the library. 

Some things are very high price and some things have no price because
we want to keep them in the library and/or they belong to Shaye or I, and
we will share but not sell (unless at a high price to support the library).
But most things are priced to fly out the door! 

We will be selling also from Instagram outbackxlibrary as we go along
and you can add your things to the library too in many ways which we
will share at a later time. 
For now bring in the Johnny Was you no longer wear for credit.

Inizio Linen
 



Summer Linen



It's been a long time coming! But we are finally opening (for now for a day a week on Saturday)
11-4



In our continuing focus for reparations for our black community, we offer
an additional 10% off for our black and brown community. We would also
like to hire from this community and to find models near our stores (we
lazily have been using our photographer/model). So, we're reaching out
to you, our LoveTribe, to help make this happen. Although I don't have
the time right now (on Granmama duty), I will find a good article (or you
can recommend one) showing the history that makes reparations a
necessity on the journey to healing our community. In the meantime ...
 

Be Fearless - Choose Love
xoxo Devi

 
Devi
Outback ... In the Temple of Venus

Online
25% off EVERYTHING 

In shop 50% off INIZIO Linen
25% off everything else except the
$10, 20, 24, 38 and 1/2 off racks

CODE: LOVETRIBE25
Password: LoveTribe

Offer Expires:July 22


